2007-2012 Charles Darwin University/Northern Territory Government Partnership Agreement

Structure

Key Objectives

1. Economic Development
   - Schedule Leaders: Stephen Garnett (CDU), Ian Prince (NTG)

2. Indigenous Opportunities
   - Schedule Leaders: Wendy Brady (CDU), Dennis Bree (NTG)

3. Learning Environment
   - Schedule Leaders: Tess Lea (CDU), Ken Davies (NTG)

4. Creative Industries
   - Schedule Leaders: Donal Fitzpatrick (CDU), Lyn Allen (NTG)

5. Australian and Global Connections
   - Schedule Leaders: Claire Baxter (CDU), Brian O’Gallagher (NTG)

6. Strong Regions
   - Schedule Leaders: Ram Vemuri (CDU), Dave Malone (NTG)

7. Healthy Communities
   - Schedule Leaders: Lesley Barclay (CDU), Greg Rickard, Peter Boyce (NTG)

8. Safe Communities
   - Schedule Leaders: Dr Deborah West (CDU), Robert Kendrick (NTG)

9. Good Governance
   - Schedule Leaders: Ian Thynne (CDU), Ken Simpson (NTG)

10. Sustainable Terrestrial and Aquatic Resources
    - Schedule Leaders: Stephen Garnett (CDU), Greg Leach (NTG)

11. Sustainable Marine Resources
    - Schedule Leaders: Chris Austin (CDU), Karen Edyvane (NTG)